
 

 

Susanna Zarli 

 

My name is Susanna, I’m a third year Classics student and I’m currently one of 

qmunicate’s online editors! I’d like to become QMU’s new publications convenor as 

I’ve thoroughly enjoyed the past year I’ve been involved in student journalism. My 

position specifically has allowed me to deeply understand the inner workings of the 

publication process and I’ve worked hard to help the magazine thrive by carefully 

curating the social media. Running the magazine’s creative writing section also been a 

very enriching experience as I’m a passionate writer myself, and I would cherish the 

opportunity to support and encourage other writers. 
 
 

Manifesto 
 

My priorities as publications convenor would be: 
 

1. I plan on creating a new position solely for creative writing as a large part of our 

contributors have shown strong participation in this area: it would be featured in each 

printed issue.  
 

2. I will reach out to different societies (such as PITH, Art Appreciation Society and From 

Glasgow To Saturn) to organise a number of joint creative events per semester: zine 

making sessions, live poetry readings and more. I believe this would boost our profile and 

capture people’s interest. Our visual aspect would consequently be improved by more 

artists offering their contribution. I will also work more closely with the photography 

editor to produce more of our own content to be featured in print and online (ex: through 

photoshoots).  
 

3. I will introduce an anonymous feedback system for the team’s suggestions and 

periodically have brain storming sessions with them. I will give all editors the opportunity 

to introduce themselves on social media in the way they prefer, and give certain editors 

(creative writing and photography & illustration) access to social media at all times to 

push for their own submissions, inspired by my experience as both online and creative 

writing editor. 
 

4. I will work hard to make contributors more comfortable and less intimidated by 

experimenting with seating arrangements at meetings and boosting the Facebook 

Publication Group’s visibility. 
 

5. I will enhance fundraising and advertising for the magazine: I will work closely with the  

QMU board and management to raise our budget while always protecting our writers’ 

independence of thought.  


